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B A C H , J S : S E L E C T E D W O R K S

Ville Urponen, organ
Organ of Kotka Church, Finland
TAITO CD001 65’ 52”

‘Even before I was born I could
perhaps hear my father playing Bach

on the piano,’ claims Ville Urponen in his
autobiographical note Bach and Me. After
reading this, and listening to the opening
seconds of the Fantasia in G, BWV 572, I
was beginning to think this might be one
of those self-regarding CDs reviewers
dread.True, the Fantasia sounds oddly
mannered, with annoying breaks and loss
of momentum in the first section, and the
Gravement tends to plod instead of prog-
ressing inexorably like a slow moving
river, but this is the only real shortcoming
of Urponen’s playing and the disc as a
whole.

A group of three preludes on the
Advent chorale Nun komm, der Heiden
Heiland, demonstrates both the detail of

Urponen’s fingerwork and the fine tracker
action of the 1998 Porthan organ.
Urponen’s registration is well judged: the,
at a guess, Krummhorn in BWV 659 has
refreshing transparency, while the fugal
BWV 661 benefits greatly from precise,
clipped phrasing and a sonorously
impressive canto fermo, underpinned by
the 32’ Untersatz.

In the Pastorale in F, BWV590,
Urponen explores the instrument’s
resources more fully. His choice of string
tone for the first section certainly shows
up the tuning system (the booklet
describes it as “slightly unequal”!) and the
middle section makes effective use of
quieter flute stops. For the final part, a

sort of Invention in repeated sections,
Urponen sticks to clear-sounding flues.

The chorale-partita O Gott, du
frommer Gott, BWV767, is also registered
well and played very neatly. I particularly
enjoyed the sixth variation, which sounds
most charming (4’ Rohrflöte probably),
and the finale’s contrasted echo effects
are appropriately handled.

Urponen’s skills as a Bach executant,
and the distortion-free recording quality
(produced by the organist himself), come
spectacularly together with the mighty
Prelude and Fugue in E minor, BWV548.
Urponen paces it unerringly, with tight
rhythmic control, especially in the toccata-
like middle section of the Fugue (which
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Matthias Weckman (1616 – 1674) is
a composer that anyone

associated with the organ should have
some perception of. His influence upon
a generation of German organists and
composers both to the north and south
of that country during one of the most

formative periods in the development of
their distinctive styles, is not difficult to
gauge, the after effects of his input
contributing highly to the next
generation of composers, most notably
J.S.Bach.Though here we examine his
works for organ,Weckman wrote in many
other forms of music such as sacred
cantatas and choral works.

Weckman’s musical capital is built
upon a great mix of influences encount-
ered throughout his life; his earliest was
centred on his teacher Heinrich Schütz at
the Dresden Court, as well as the many
Italian musicians employed there. Indeed,
with regard to his organ works, the free
forms he used, such as the fantasia and
toccata, helped liberate his own ideas and
progress the stricter forms he found upon
his peregrinations to northern Germany
and Denmark, the latter at the behest of
Schütz.Weckman studied for a time with
Jacob Praetorius II whilst in Hamburg,
where he also heard and sought advice
from Heinrich Scheidemann. Back in
Dresden in the late 1640s he found a life-
long friendship with virtuoso keyboardist
Johann Froberger but in 1655 Weckman
moved his family to Hamburg where he

lived and worked until his death in 1674.
Organist Hans Davidsson provides

splendid notes on both Weckman and the
instrument used.The detail is extensive
yet compact and gives a clear view of
Weckman’s life and work that will undoubt-
edly encourage many organists to explore
this music. Full descriptions and source of
each type of registration used are also
elucidated in the enthusiastic notes.

The North German Organ at Örgryte
nya kyrka is full of baroque majesty and
Davidsson gets his point across in many
different ways using written, visual and
aural evidence leading to a performance
that is both exemplary and nothing short
of stunning.This is a set that I implore you
to buy, as it is an absolute must for the
collector.

The North German Organ project is
part of continuing research that began in
August 2000 at GOArt, the Gothenburg
Organ Art Centre at Gothenburg
University in Sweden, one of the
collaborators of this recording. Here, its
Organ Research Workshop has
reconstructed a 17th century organ in
North German style and aims to
regenerate historical building techniques.

Readers should visit the website:
www.goart.gu.se for more information
about this wonderful and fascinating
work.
It was the sound engineer for the above
recording, Erik Sikkema, who first
alerted me to this remarkable set of
CDs. Erik has developed a new recording
technique to improve an organ’s natural
sound perception. ULSI, Ultra Linear
Stereo Image, is used in this recording,
together with 24-bit technology, and
does exactly what it sets out to achieve.
Using a variety of headphones I found
that the clarity of the organ remains
exceptional throughout; with every
detail recovered, the bass is always
distinct and allows the recorded music
both breadth and depth, filtering and
shaping the overall performance of the
music into sheer aural delight. More
information regarding this recording
technique can be found at Erik’s
website: www.eriksikkema.com. Erik
will also guide you with the purchase of
this recording by emailing him at
erik.sikkema@comhem.se or you can
visit the website in the listing details at
the head of this review. DA
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